Aging effect on muscle synergies in stepping forth during a forward perturbation.
We explored changes in muscle interactions during healthy aging as a window into neural control strategies of postural preparation to action/perturbation. In particular, we quantified the strength of multi-muscle synergies stabilizing the center of pressure (COP) displacement during the preparation for making a step associated with support surface translations. Young and elderly subjects were required to make a step in response to support surface perturbations. Surface muscle activity of 11 leg and trunk muscles was analyzed to identify sets of 4 muscle modes (M-modes). Linear combinations of M-modes and their relationship to changes in the COP displacement in the anterior-posterior direction were then determined. Uncontrolled manifold analysis was performed to determine variance components in the M-mode space and indices of M-mode synergy stabilizing COP displacement. Prior to the step initiation, the older subjects showed strong synergies that stabilized COP displacement to forward perturbation of the support surface. However, the synergy indices were significantly lower than those of the young subjects during preparation for making a step. The timings of early postural adjustment (EPA) and anticipatory postural adjustment (APA) were consistently earlier in the young subjects as compared to the older subjects. For both groups, the timing of EPA did not change across tasks, while APA showed delayed timing in response to the support surface translations. We infer that changes in the indices of synergies with age may present challenges for the control of postural preparation to external perturbation in older adults. They may lead to excessive muscle co-contractions and low stability of COP displacement. The results reported here could have clinical relevance when identifying the risk of making a step, which has been linked to an increased risk of falls among the elderly.